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Introduction

This paper deals with the three-dimensional (3D) Strip Packing Problem (SPP) and the 3D
Knapsack Problem (KP) where unequal spheres are the small objects to be packed. Given
a finite set of spheres, the SPP asks for a non-overlapping placement of all spheres
within a cuboidal strip of fixed width and height so that the variable length of the strip
is minimized. The KP requires packing a subset of a given set of spheres in a cuboid of
fixed dimensions without overlap so that the wasted space is minimized. The 2D-SPP
and the 2D-KP each with unequal circles are analogously defined. All problems
described are known to be NP-hard (cf. Lenstra and Rinnooy Kan, 1979).
Up to the present, only a few solution methods are known that address 3D packing
problems with differently sized spheres. Visscher and Bolsterli (1972) consider a problem
related to the 3D-SPP. By means of a Monte Carlo method, their algorithm simulates the
falling of spheres in a cuboid following gravitation. Wang (1999) deals with a special 3D
packing problem for the planning of radiosurgical treatment using a dynamic
programming algorithm. Sutou and Dai (2002) address the generalized 3D-KP of
packing spheres into a 3D polyhedron. Their algorithms are based on mathematical
optimization methods (e.g., LP relaxation). The maximum instance size is five spheres.
Stoyan et al. (2003) propose a mathematical optimization method for the 3D-SPP with
unequal spheres. The calculated instances range between 25 and 60 spheres.
For the 2D-SPP and the 2D-KP each with unequal circles meta-heuristics (cf. Glover and
Kochenberger 2003) as well as analytical methods were proposed. George et al. (1995)
put forward a genetic algorithm (GA) for a problem from industrial practice that is
related to the 2D-KP. Hifi and M’Hallah (2004) present a construction heuristic and a GA
for solving the cutting problem dual to the 2D-KP while Hifi et al. (2004) propose a
Simulated Annealing algorithm for the same problem. An analytical method for the 2DSPP goes back to Stoyan and Yaskov (2004).
Huang et al. (2005) are concerned with the two-dimensional decision problem related to
the circular 2D-KP: if a rectangular container of fixed dimensions and a set of generally
unequal circles is given, is there a feasible packing plan placing all circles in the
container? They propose two greedy algorithms that reached promising results.
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Thus, it is the intention of the paper at hand to adapt the greedy methods of Huang et
al. to the 3D case in such a way that both 3D optimization problems defined above are
directly addressed. Moreover, the methods of Huang et al. should be enhanced and
merged in order to create a single and effective greedy method for the SPP and the KP
with unequal spheres, respectively. To improve their efficiency, the new algorithms are
then parallelized. A comparison to the 3D-SPP method from Stoyan et al. (2003) is
carried out. In order to stimulate more detailed comparisons of different methods
dealing with the problems studied here, two sets of 288 instances each for the SPP and
for the KP are additionally generated and first results gained for these instances are
reported and analyzed.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the greedy methods of
Huang et al. are summarized and their main concepts are adapted to the 3D case. Then
modified methods for the 3D-KP and the 3D-SPP, respectively, are described. The new
benchmark instances for both problems are defined in Section 3. In Section 4, the
experimental results are presented. Finally, the paper is summarized in Section 5.
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Greedy algorithms for the KP and the SPP with unequal spheres

2.1 The methods B1.0 and B1.5 proposed by Huang et al.
The methods of Huang et al. (2005) for the 2D decision problem defined above are
based on three important concepts: corner placement, hole degree and maximum hole
degree (MHD) rule. A placement p = (i, xi, yi) of a given circle i with the midpoint
coordinates xi and yi is regarded as feasible if the circle lies completely within the
container and does not overlap with any other circle. A feasible placement is called a
corner placement if the circle touches (at least) two items, i.e., another circle or a side of
the rectangle.
Let P be a feasible packing plan (consisting of feasible placements exclusively) and
p = (i, xi, yi) a corner placement belonging to P. Moreover, let u and v be the two items
(circle or side) touching circle i. The hole degree λ of the corner placement p is defined
as
λ ( p ) = λ ((i, xi , yi )) = 1 −

d min
ri

.

(1)

In equation (1) ri is the radius of circle i while dmin is the minimal distance from circle i to
other circles of P and to the rectangle sides with the exception of items u and v. The
distance between two circles (di,j) and the distance between a circle and a rectangle side
(di,sj) are illustrated in figure 1.
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The hole degree of a corner placement indicates how close to other circles of a plan
(and to the rectangle sides) a given circle is accommodated. The higher the mean hole
degree of the placements of a packing plan the higher the density of the plan.
Therefore, the maximum hole degree rule says that given a set of possible (additional)
corner placements, the placement with the maximum hole degree should be selected as
the next one.
The first greedy algorithm – called B1.0 – consists of a core procedure and a frame
procedure:
- The core procedure (B1.0C) takes an incomplete packing plan P' as input and
provides a complete packing plan P''. For this further corner placements are
implemented one by one according to the MHD rule. A plan is complete if either all
given circles are placed (success) or no further corner placements are available for the
remaining circles (failure). A plan including all circles is also called a successful plan.
- The frame procedure generates step by step so-called initial plans. An initial plan
consists of two circle placements. The first circle is placed at the bottom left corner of
the rectangle, and the second circle touches the first one and a side of the rectangle
or it touches two rectangle sides. For each possible initial plan, the core procedure
B1.0C is called once. If B1.0C returns with success, the frame procedure (i.e. the
algorithm) stops immediately. Otherwise, the algorithm ends if there is no further
untried initial plan.
The second greedy algorithm – denoted by B1.5 – has a similar structure to B1.0 and the
frame procedure of B1.0 is transferred to B1.5. Again, the core procedure (B1.5C)
transforms a packing plan P' into a complete packing plan P'' by corner placements
carried out one after another. The next corner placement p* for an interim plan P1,
however, is now determined as follows:
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- Each possible corner placement p is tentatively implemented and the extended plan
P1 ∪ {p} is then completed by means of the core procedure B1.0C. This results in a
complete packing plan P2(p) with a density dP(P2).
- At the end, the corner placement p* is selected and finally implemented for which
the density dP(P2) of the associated complete plan P2 (p*) is maximal.
Obviously, the core procedure B1.5C employs a forward-looking strategy to make the
selection of corner placements more sophisticated. While in algorithm B1.0 the decision
about the next corner placement only depends on placements implemented earlier, in
algorithm B1.5, the circles not yet packed are also taken into account.
Huang et al. (2005) have shown that the B1.0’s time complexity is O(n6) and B1.5’s is
O(n10) (n stands for the number of circles).

2.2 Adaptation of basic concepts to the 3D case
The three basic concepts explained above can easily be adapted to the 3D case:
- A feasible placement p = (i, xi, yi, zi) of a sphere i with midpoint coordinates xi, yi, zi is
called a corner placement if the sphere touches (at least) three objects (placed
spheres, sides of cuboid).
- The hole degree λ(p) of a corner placement p = (i, xi, yi, zi) is calculated as follows.
Suppose sphere i with radius ri touches the objects j, k and l. Let further dmin denote
the minimal Euclidean distance from sphere i to all other objects of a feasible packing
plan (including cuboid sides) except objects j, k and l. Then the hole degree of corner
placement p is again given by λ(p) = 1 – dmin /ri.
- The MHD rule requires that from a set of possible placements of spheres the
placement with the maximum hole degree is always selected as the next placement.

2.3 Algorithm B1.6_3DKP for the 3D Knapsack Problem
As the algorithm developed for the 3D-KP is an advancement and a 3D adaptation of
algorithm B1.5, it is called B1.6_3DKP. The frame procedure of algorithm B1.6_3DKP is
shown in figure 2.
The frame procedure generates step by step different initial plans. Every initial plan is
then extended to a complete packing plan by means of the core procedure
B1.6_3DKP_C and the best packing plan in terms of density is updated whenever
necessary and returned at last.
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Procedure B1.6_3DKP(in: instance data I, parameter τ, out: packing plan Pbest)
Pbest := ø;
for (every initial plan Pinit) do
Pres := B1.6_3DKP_C(I, τ, Pinit);
if (dp(Pres) > dp(Pbest)) then
Pbest := Pres;
// stop immediately if a global optimal solution is reached
if (Pbest includes all given spheres) then return Pbest; endif;
endif;
endfor;
return Pbest;
end.
Figure 2.

Frame procedure of algorithm B1.6_3DKP.

An initial plan consists of two sphere placements. Seven types of initial plans are
differentiated. It is assumed that the container is embedded into a 3D coordinates
system (3D-CS) as shown in figure 3. The larger sphere of an initial plan is always placed
in the origin of the 3D-CS. A type A initial plan is given if the smaller sphere is situated
in the corner vis-à-vis to the origin while in initial plans of types B to G the smaller
sphere lies in one of the other six corners of the cuboid as illustrated in figure 3. Note
that this mode of construction does not rule out that a second sphere is placed in a
corner that is already occupied since such a placement can be implemented as the third,
fourth etc. one.

Figure 3.

Initial plans of types A to G.

To limit the search effort, only a subset of possible initial plans is investigated. Let ndif be
the number of sphere types of a given instance (where a sphere type is given by a
radius) and let the sphere types be sorted by the radius in descending order. For each
pair (i, j) of sphere types (1 < i < j < ndif), at least the initial plan of type A is probed. If
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there are no more than 1000 initial plans of type A, then all possible initial plans of the
types B to G are also tried.
Although the frame procedure just described is similar to those of the methods B1.0 and
B1.5, there are some important differences: Having been adapted to the Knapsack
Problem, method B1.6_3DKP searches for packing plans of maximum density instead of
focusing only on plans including all given spheres. Further, B1.6_3DKP is able to deal
efficiently with strictly heterogeneous instances (where any two spheres are unequal) as
well as with non-strictly heterogeneous instances, too. In the latter case, redundant
calculations are consistently avoided only by B1.6_3DKP and this applies, in particular, to
the generation of initial plans. Finally, the generation of initial plans is governed by
different rules compared to B1.0 and B1.5.
In figure 4 the core procedure B1.6_3DKP_C of algorithm B1.6_3DKP is listed.
Procedure B1.6_3DKP_C(in: instance data I, parameter τ, inout: packing plan P)
determine list L of possible corner placements p = (i, xi, yi, zi)
regarding (incomplete) packing plan P and calculate the hole degrees λ(p);
while (there are corner placements in L) do
select placement p* with the maximum hole degree λmax from L;
if (λmax > τ) then
P := P υ {p*}; // implement placement p*
update list L;
else
best_density := 0;
for (each corner placement p in L) do
let P’ be a copy of P and L' be a copy of L;
P’ := P’ υ {p}; // implement placement p tentatively
update list L';
P’’ := B1.6_3DKP_C2(I, L', P’); // complete plan P’
if (P’’ includes all given spheres) then P := P’’; return P; endif;
if (dp(P’’) > best_density or
dp(P’’) = best_density and λ(p) > λ(p*)) then
p* = p; best_density := dp(P’’);
endif;
endfor;
P := P υ {p*}; // implement placement p* finally
update list L;
endif;
endwhile;
return P;
end.
Figure 4.

Core procedure B1.6_3DKP_C.
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A main feature of the core procedure is the control mechanism introduced with the
continuous threshold parameter τ. Let p* be a possible corner placement with maximum
hole degree λmax at a given time, i.e., for a certain cycle of the while-loop. If λmax exceeds
the value of the threshold parameter, the sphere corresponding to p* is packed as in
procedure B1.0C. Otherwise, the forward-looking strategy of procedure B1.5C is used
to decide which sphere will be placed next. Hence, the core procedure B1.6_3DKP_C
combines the core procedures of the algorithms B1.0 and B1.5. This combination shows
two aspects:
- From a formal point of view two algorithms are replaced and generalized by one. If
threshold τ is set to 1, procedure B1.6_3DKP_C behaves exactly like B1.5C; if τ is set
to a sufficiently small value B1.6_3DKP_C proceeds as B1.0C.
- More importantly, the threshold parameter allows the trade-off between solution
quality and runtime effort to be controlled. The higher the value of τ the higher the
packing density that may be expected and the lower τ the faster the search will be
finished.
The forward-looking strategy adopted from procedure B1.5C was enhanced by a second
evaluation criterion for placements: The hole degree is taken as a tie breaker if two
completed packing plans have the same density. Procedure B1.6_3DKP_C2 is called
repetitively by B1.6_3DKP_C and it coincides with procedure B1.0C already explained,
cf. figure 5.
Procedure B1.6_3DKP_C2 (in: instance data I, list L of corner placements, inout: packing plan P)
while (there are corner placements in L) do
select placement p* with the maximum hole degree λmax from L;
P := P υ {p*}; // implement placement p*
update list L;
endwhile;
return P;
end.
Figure 5.

Core procedure B1.6_3DKP_C2.

The worst case time complexity of the core procedure B1.6_3DKP_C can be determined
analogously as for B1.5C and it is of the order O(n18). As the number of initial plans is
bounded by O(n2) and B1.6_3DKP_C is called once per plan, the time complexity of
B1.6_3DKP is O(n20).
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2.4 Algorithm B1.6_3DSPP for the Strip Packing Problem
The algorithm proposed for the 3D-SPP is termed B1.6_3DSPP. It consists of a frame
procedure and two core procedures that are similar to those of algorithm B1.6_3DKP.
Therefore, only the main differences between the corresponding procedures are
outlined in what follows.
Again, the frame procedure of B1.6_3DSPP generates initial plans and a core procedure
called B1.6_3DSPP_C tries to extend each plan to a complete packing plan. Now a
complete plan should include all given spheres and the search is for a complete plan of
minimum length. Hence, initialization and update of the best plan are changed
accordingly and the (current) best plan is stored together with its length lbest. As in the
KP method, only a subset of initial plans is investigated and an analogous rule is applied
to select initial plans. However, alternative types of initial plans are tried to some extent
in which the placed spheres mostly touch one another.
In the core procedure B1.6_3DSPP_C, a list L of possible corner placements is supplied
first, as in B1.6_3DKP_C, but as there is no length given for the SPP, no cuboid side s4
(cf. figure 1) can be considered either as a possibly touched item of a corner placement
or in the computation of hole degree values. Moreover, no corner placement touching
or overlapping the line x = lbest is accepted for list L, since after such a placement the
current best solution cannot be improved anymore. The features explained above not
only affect the generation of list L but also its later updates. Finally, the placements of
the last two spheres of each generated packing plan are determined by full
enumeration, as the computational effort is negligible.
It is easy to see that B1.6_3DSPP doesn’t differ from B1.6_3DKP in terms of worst case
time complexity. So B1.6_3DSPP’s time complexity is also O(n20).

2.5 Parallelization of the algorithms
B1.6_3DKP and B1.6_3DSPP sequentially check in most cases a large number of initial
plans. Initial plans are explored independently of each other. Hence, it is possible to
check them in parallel, leading to a runtime reduction while the solution quality is not
affected. The parallelization applied here can be described in detail as follows:
- A shared memory master-slave approach was chosen where the communication
between processes is kept to a minimum and only a little control effort accounts for
the master process. Therefore, the master is also involved in checking initial plans.
- The shared variables allocated by the master process are primarily used to store the
input data (filename of instance, threshold parameter) and the (current) best density
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(KP) or best length (SPP). The communication between the processes is done
asynchronously, as each process decides on its own at which moment shared
variables are read or modified.
- The master process as well as the nSP slave processes check initial plans; in the tests
performed here on dualcore PCs only one slave process exists besides the master
process (nSP = 1). Additional tests were carried out in which three slave processes are
run (nSP = 3) besides the master process. To avoid multiple examinations of initial
plans, the processes mark checked placements by increasing a shared counter
variable that is initialized by the master and indicates the next initial plan to be
checked. A new best plan is immediately stored on hard disk, overwriting the old best
plan and the shared variable, and the best objective function value is also updated.
- When all initial plans have been checked, the master process simultaneously
terminates all processes. As it is possible to find a successful plan when solving the
3DKP, each process of B1.6_3DKP has the possibility of preparing all other processes
for termination in case of success, while the termination signal is always sent by the
master process. This feature is not implemented in B1.6_3DSPP, as there is no
comparable stopping criterion.
The algorithms proposed are construction methods by their very nature instead of local
search algorithms. Hence, it is not surprising that the parallelism applied here does not
fall into one of the three categories introduced by Crainic and Toulouse (2003) for
parallel meta-heuristics. However, the algorithms perform a degenerated tree search
(with more than one successor only at the first two tree levels). Correspondingly, the
parallelization follows the subtree-distribution model, a well-known approach for
parallelizing branch-and-bound methods (cf. Crainic and Toulouse, 2003).
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New benchmark instances

New benchmark instances for the 3D-SPP and 3D-KP with unequal spheres are
introduced in a similar fashion as proposed in Bortfeldt and Gehring (2006) for the 2DSPP with rectangular items. To generate new instances for the SPP (referred to as
KBG_3DSPP), in a first step, five factors (or instance parameters) were identified that
probably affect the solution quality and runtime of corresponding solution methods.
These factors are: total number of spheres n, number of sphere types ndif, radius of
smallest sphere rmin, radius of biggest sphere rmax and height h of the cuboidal strip.
Here, an equal distribution for the radii is applied, so the average radius is automatically
varied by the variation of rmin and rmax. In step 2, multiple values for each of the factors
were fixed. To cover a broad spectrum of instances, different values of the factors were
11

determined as shown in table 1. While the cuboid’s width was kept constant for all
instances (w = 10) the radii rmin, rmax and height h are given by different fractions of w.
Finally, in step 3 just one problem instance was generated at random for each
admissible combination of the factor values.
Table 1. Values for the instances’ parameters.
n

ndif

rmin

rmax

h

20

n

w/8

w/4

w/2

30

n/2

w/16

w/6

3w/4

40

n/10

w/24

w/10

w

50

–

–

–

–

This procedure resulted in a total number of 4*3*(3*3-1)*3 = 288 instances. Note that
the values of the five parameters are varied independently of each other; the
combination rmin = w/8 and rmax = w/10 is invalid (rmin > rmax).
To obtain further 288 benchmark instances for the KP (referred to as KBG_3DKP), the
KBG_3DSPP instances were modified only by adding a certain container length. For each
SPP instance the cuboid length l was stipulated in such a way that the resulting cuboid
volume l×w×h is given by the total volume of all spheres multiplied by the coefficient
20/11. This coefficient ensures that a filling rate of 55% is achieved if all spheres of the
instance are accommodated in the cuboid. The said percentage reflects the experience
regarding the filling rates that can be reached for 3D-SPP instances. However, if the
length l is smaller than the diameter 2×rmax of the largest sphere of the instance then l is
set to 2×rmax to guarantee that each sphere can be packed into the cuboid.
The new benchmark instances serve to enable more meaningful and more reliable
comparisons of solution methods for the 3D-SPP and 3D-KP with unequal spheres.
Moreover, these instances can be used for exploring the influence of instance features,
such as the heterogeneity of the sphere stock, on the solution quality achieved by
heuristics. Both sets of benchmark instances are available from http://www.fernunihagen.de/WINF.
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4

Experimental results and analysis

Both methods proposed above were coded in C and tested on the new KBG_3DKP and
KBG_3DSPP instances, respectively. Moreover, the six 3D-SPP benchmark instances SYS1
to SYS6 introduced by Stoyan et al. (2003) were also calculated by B1.6_3DSPP. The
tests were run on identical PCs using SUSE Linux 10.0 operating system (Linux kernel
2.6.13) with an AMD Athlon64 X2 3800+ (dual core) processor running at 2200MHz
(overclocked) and 512 MB RAM each. Additional experiments were carried out by
means of a Pentium quadcore PC (Dell Vostro 410, 2400MHz, 3 GB RAM) using SUSE
Linux 11.0.
For algorithm B1.6_3DKP as well as for B1.6_3DSPP, 14 different threshold values were
explored: -1000, -1, -0.5, 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 1.0. For value
τ = -1000, the algorithms correspond to method B1.0 from Huang et al. (2005), and for
value τ = 1, they correspond to method B1.5. The results are primarily presented that
were calculated for τ = 0.8. In addition, for B1.6_3DKP the results for τ = 1.0 will also
be shown for the purpose of comparison. On the one hand, the solution quality that is
achieved for τ = 0.8 is not much worse compared to τ = 1. On the other hand, the
results are calculated using only a small fraction (less than one tenth) of the runtime that
is needed for τ = 1.0.
In the following the results for the new benchmark instances are presented and
analyzed. Afterwards algorithm B1.6_3DSPP is compared to the method from Stoyan et
al. (2003). Runtimes are given in seconds throughout.

4.1 Results and analysis for the new benchmark instances
For an analysis of the influence of different factors on runtime and solution quality, the
results obtained with B1.6_3DKP and B1.6_3DSPP were averaged over groups of
instances with equal values of instance parameters (see http://www.fernuni-hagen.de/
WINF). Table 2 and Table 3 show the results for groups of KBG_3DKP instances with
equal values for n and ndif which were calculated for the threshold values τ = 0.8 and τ =
1.0.
In the last two columns the average density davg and runtime tavg over all instances per
group (n, ndif) are given. qsuc gives the ratio of the number of instances per group for
which a successful plan (including all spheres and therefore optimal) was found and the
number of all instances of that group. davg,fail and tavg,fail specify the average density and
runtime for instances for which no successful plan was achieved, while tavg,suc indicates
the average runtime for instances for which a successful plan was found. The densities
of successful plans result from the data of the belonging instances and are therefore
omitted.
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Table 2. Averaged results for groups of KBG_3DKP instances with equal n and ndif values
(τ = 0.8).
n

ndif

davg,fail
(%)

tavg,fail
(s)

tavg,suc
(s)

qsuc

davg
(%)

tavg
(s)

20

20

46.368

16

4

7/24

41.798

13

10

46.433

5

<0.01

7/24

42.389

3

2

43.792

<0.01

<0.01

10/24

38.748

<0.01

30

49.224

550

<0.01

4/24

46.519

458

15

48.877

116

<0.01

4/24

46.711

96

3

46.194

2

<0.01

2/24

46.210

2

40

50.553

9438

<0.01

3/24

49.439

8259

20

50.941

1047

<0.01

2/24

49.845

960

4

48.670

15

<0.01

1/24

48.486

14

50

51.042

8273

759

2/24

51.020

7647

25

51.203

6585

<0.01

2/24

50.564

6037

5

49.845

77

19

4/24

50.573

67

30

40

50

Some important facts and tendencies are the following:
- For many groups the inequality davg,fail > davg holds while a successful plan should have
a density of about 55%. But there is no contradiction since in each such group some
instances exist for which the length of the cuboid was enlarged to the biggest
sphere’s diameter (see above).
- The average density davg increases generally with the number of sphere types ndif for
constant n. This trend seems plausible, as a larger heterogeneity of spheres allows for
a better interlocking of the spheres and, furthermore, yields a larger number of
possible corner placements during the whole process of creating a plan.
- The average runtime tavg increases when ndif is increased for constant n values, as
more initial plans have to be checked and the list of possible placements has more
elements leading also to larger numbers of possible corner placements.
- Due to the way the benchmark instances were generated, there are instances for
which successful plans can be found. If a successful plan is found, the algorithm stops
immediately and no further initial plans are checked. Thus, the average runtime tavg,fail
is often orders of magnitude higher than tavg,suc.
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- A comparison of the average runtimes for ndif = n and ndif = n/10 for equal n values
indicates that the speedup achieved with the avoidance of redundancy in corner
placements (initial plans, list elements) is approximately in the range of 200 to 2000.
- For τ = 1.0 more successful plans are generated and the average density davg is
significantly higher but runtimes increase considerably compared to τ = 0.8.
Table 3. Averaged results for groups of KBG_3DKP instances with equal n and ndif values
(τ = 1.0).
n

ndif

davg,fail
(%)

tavg,fail
(s)

tavg,suc
(s)

qsuc

davg
(%)

tavg
(s)

20

20

49.571

2208

6

7/24

44.067

1566

10

48.086

301

<0.01

7/24

43.560

213

2

44.804

1

<0.01

10/24

39.338

1

30

50.901

53301

10646

10/24

48.941

35528

15

50.962

7089

52

6/24

48.786

5330

3

47.405

29

4

14/24

47.479

25

40

51.148

469900

12978

13/24

51.565

222400

20

51.090

57697

5357

10/24

51.285

35889

4

50.166

278

<0.01

1/24

49.920

266

50

51.605

405077

1250

12/24

52.950

203163

25

51.600

311877

6344

8/24

52.345

159110

5

50.639

1184

675

8/24

51.962

1014

30

40

50

For the KBG_3DSPP instances no successful plans exist and so only the averaged density
and the averaged runtime are displayed. Table 4 includes the results for groups of
KBG_3DSPP instances with equal values for n and ndif which were calculated by
algorithm B1.6_3DSPP for threshold value τ = 0.8.
The average density davg increases with increasing ndif for constant n in a similar way and
for the same reasons as for B1.6_3DKP (exceptions: n = 20, ndif = 10, 20, n = 30, ndif =
15, 30). The average runtime increases monotonically with increasing ndif at constant n,
which can be explained in the same way as for B1.6_3DKP. The speedup achieved with
the avoidance of redundancy in corner placements is in the same range as for the
KBG_3DKP instances.
The runtime effort of the parallel versions of both of the algorithms is reduced to 52%
compared to the sequential versions; the corresponding speedup factor is 96%.
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Table 4. Averaged results for groups of KBG_3DSPP instances with equal n and ndif values
(τ = 0.8).
n

ndif

davg
(%)

tavg
(s)

20

20

42.631

69

10

42.762

10

2

38.645

<0.1

30

47.198

1331

15

47.612

180

3

46.760

2

40

50.395

11080

20

49.714

1308

4

48.009

10

50

52.106

21793

25

51.215

6225

5

50.287

33

30

40

50

To study the runtime consumption for a slightly greater number of processes further
tests with two and four processes, respectively, were performed using the abovementioned quadcore processor. The threshold value τ = 0.8 was chosen throughout.
Results are available for one third of the new 3D-KP and 3D-SPP instances, namely for all
instances with height h = 3/4w (cf. table 1). Let q4,2 denote the quotient (runtime with 4
processes)/ (runtime with 2 processes) (in %). The ratio q4,2 amounts to 55% for the 96
3D-KPP instances (corresponding speedup 91%) and q4,2 equals 54% for the 96 3D-SPP
instances (corresponding speedup 93%). Thus, doubling the number of processes leads
again to a high, nearly linear speedup.
Finally, all the 576 new instances were calculated with four processes using the
quadcore processor and τ = 0.8. This time the trade-off between solution quality and
runtime is studied in greater detail. In table 5 mean relative runtimes are presented for
each problem type (KP, SPP) and for three different levels l of solution quality, namely
0.97, 0.98 and 0.99. If an instance p is solved the level l is achieved if the density of the
incumbent best solution exceeds the product (max. calculated density(p))×l; runtime(l)
denotes the time needed to reach level l while the relative runtime according to level l is
given by the ratio (runtime(l)) / (total runtime (p)) (in %).
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Table 5. Relative runtimes for different quality levels.
Problem type

mean relative runtimes (in %)
quality level 0.97

quality level 0.98

quality level 0.99

3D-Knapsack

2.9

7.5

15.8

3D-Strip Packing

8.9

14.1

24.5

As table 5 shows the runtimes can be reduced on average to (e.g.) 3% (KP) or 9% (SPP)
of the original mean value if the solving process is stopped after a filling rate of 97% of
the original final density was reached. Thus a slight or moderate deterioration of
solution quality might be compensated by a considerable saving of runtime and this can
help to make the methods applicable even if runtime is an important issue.

4.2 Comparison of methods B1.6_3DSPP and SYS
In table 6 algorithm B1.6_3DSPP is compared to method SYS proposed by Stoyan et al.
(2003) using the six benchmark instances SYS1 to SYS6. For method SYS the achieved
lengths (originally termed as heights) are shown while runtimes for single instances are
not available. For algorithm B1.6_3DSPP the lengths obtained for the threshold values
τ = 0.8 and τ = 1.0 are listed as well as the runtimes per instance. Improvements are
calculated as (length(SYS) – length(B1.6_3DSPP)) / length(SYS) (in %).
Table 6. Comparison of methods SYS and B1.6_3DSPP.
Instance

SYS1

SYS2

SYS3

SYS4

SYS5

SYS6

25

35

40

45

50

60

9.8668

9.6221

9.4729

11.0862

11.6453

12.8416

Time (s)

2

11

23

123

199

900

Length

9.6118

9.3952

9.2264

11.0778

11.4228

12.5074

2.58

2.36

2.60

0.08

1.91

2.60

Time (s)

3630

53845

178745

522235

382845

1694954

Length

9.2656

8.9301

8.7178

10.4042

10.9865

11.8399

6.09

7.19

7.97

6.15

5.66

7.80

No. of spheres
Method SYS:
Length
Method B1.6_3DSPP:
τ = 0.8

Improvement (%)
τ = 1.0

Improvement (%)
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B1.6_3DSPP provides better solutions than SYS for all six instances. For τ = 0.8 the
improvement is about 2.0% on average and instance SYS4 is an exception with an
improvement of only 0.08%. For τ = 1.0 the improvement is between 5.66% and
7.97%.
The runtimes of method SYS range between some seconds and 100 minutes on a
Pentium PC with a cycle frequency of 90 MHz only. The runtimes of B1.6_3DSPP remain
moderate for threshold value τ = 0.8 and don’t cross 15 minutes. But for τ = 1.0 the
runtimes are in part huge and lie between one hour (SYS1) and 470.8 hours (SYS6). For
instance SYS3 the factor of runtime increase amounts to 7772.
However, a deeper analysis of the calculations carried out with threshold τ = 1.0 makes
aware that a considerably better solution quality compared to method SYS can also be
achieved with relatively low to moderate run times. Table 7 includes the runtimes
necessary to obtain a length improvement of 0.5%, 1%, 2%, 3%, 4% and 5%
compared to the results of SYS. Obviously, a substantial improvement of 2 percent or
more can be achieved with moderate runtimes of less than 8 minutes.
Table 7. Runtimes of method B1.6_3DSPP (τ = 1.0) necessary for different length
improvements compared to results of method SYS.

5

Improvement
(%)

SYS1
(s)

SYS2
(s)

SYS3
(s)

SYS4
(s)

SYS5
(s)

SYS6
(s)

0.5

1

1

6

157

91

153

1

4

3

9

157

94

163

2

12

10

64

175

163

469

3

17

194

71

5624

593

1603

4

164

701

118

51860

679

1629

5

165

725

147

354762

55244

3819

Summary

This paper presents two greedy algorithms for the 3D Knapsack Problem (3D-KP) and
the 3D Strip Packing Problem (3D-SPP), each with unequal spheres. Both algorithms are
derived from the methods B1.0 und B1.5 put forward by Huang et al. (2005) which,
however, only address the decision problem corresponding to the 2D-KP. Important
enhancements to the new algorithms, called B1.6_3DKP and B1.6_3DSPP, are dedicated
to controlling the trade-off between solution quality and runtime effort, to select
suitable sets of initial plans for constructing complete solutions, and to avoid
redundancy in handling of sphere placements. Finally, the greedy algorithms are
18

parallelized using a shared memory master-slave approach to investigate initial plans
simultaneously.
In a comparison algorithm B1.6_3DSPP achieved a considerably better solution quality
than the method put forward by Stoyan et al. (2003). Moreover, the test revealed that
for both the 3D-SPP and the 3D-KP a relatively high solution quality can be also be
achieved using a moderate amount of runtime. Nevertheless, the results obtained
indicate that further work is necessary to reach a similar solution quality at lower
computational cost.
Furthermore, 288 new benchmark instances each for the spherical 3D-KP and for the
spherical 3D-SPP were introduced to enable more meaningful and reliable comparisons
of solution methods. First results for the new instances generated by B1.6_3DKP and
B1.6_3DSPP show the usefulness of the enhancements mentioned above including the
parallelization.
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